
   
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Friday 4th November Newsletter: 2016 Issue 7 
Dear Parent(s)/Carer(s), 

 

We have had a very busy week reviewing the children’s targets and progress this week with all 

teaching staff. Everyone is working hard to ensure all children reach their potential. We will share 

this information with you at our Parent Consultation Evenings on Monday 21st November and Tuesday 

22nd November. Invitation letters will be coming home soon.  

 

Maths Workshops 

We were absolutely delighted that so many of you could join Miss Walton for the Maths Workshop 

this week. Your feedback was really positive – thank you. It is so important we work in partnership 

together and we plan to hold more sessions in the future. A big thank you to Miss Walton who has 

been working hard to organise this.  

 

Dinner Money 

Please can we remind you that school dinners cost £2.20 each day or £11 for a full week. Can we also 

politely add that we are unable to provide dinners without payment. If you have any questions please 

see Mrs Harrison in the office. 

Poppies and Poppy accessories 

These will be available to buy in school during break times next week. Suggested donation for poppies 

– 10p Poppy accessories 50p - £1.                                                                           

 

Classroom News:  

 

Early Years Moat/Bailey/Keep:  
This week we have been learning about Bonfire night. The children have been very excited and 

throughout the week we have been learing onomatopoeia words to link the sounds that fireworks 

make. We have also taken part in a science experiment where we focused on an eruption. We used 

mentos mints and Coca Cola and the children spoke about the what sounds they could hear as well as 

why these ingredients cause this effect. The children have also made their own firework art pieces. 

In mathematics we have focused on 2D shapes and their properties.  

Moat Group- The citizens of the week are: Abdinoor for helping his sister settle into Early Years. 

Lee for always being a great helper in class. 

Speaker: Luciana improving her English. Writer: Lawand has become more confident in his writing 

abilities.  



   
 

 

Keep Group- Citizen of the week: Harshitha and Bibi: Good friends to everyone in group and helping 

others to do the right thing. Speaker of the week is: Djena. Writer of the week: Logan. 

Bailey Group- The citizens of the week are Lewis and Melquezedeque. Well done for showing what 

true fantastic friends you are! Our speaker of the week is Marya. Our writer of the week is Leandro. 

You are both amazing!  

Year 1 - Scarborough: This week we have started to look at our new topic which is all about 

classifying different animals. In Literacy we have been looking at the different aspects of 

information leaflets and how they ensure it is imformative, creative and inviting for readers-ready to 

creat our own information leaflets on animals in the coming weeks. In Maths we have been identiying 

missing numbers in a sequence of 2s, 5s and 10s and we have begun partitioning 2 digit numbers into 

tens and ones. Our citizens of the week are Isatou and Valentino. Our writer of the week is Aicha.  

Our speaker of the week is Lauy.  

Year 1 – Spofforth: This week the children in have shown such a positive outlook to their learning 

and have worked with great effort. In Literacy they have been writing about various animals and 

describing their characteristics using full sentences.In Maths children have been identifying missing 

numbers in a sequence of 2s 5s and 10s.They have also been adding numbers up to 20 using beads and 

numicon as visual aids.Our Citizens of the week are Mauriicio and Aro. Our Writer of the week is 

Munira.Our Speaker of the week is Tameer. 

Year 2- Conisbrough:This week we have started to look at our new topic 'The Lady and the Lamp' 

which is all about Florence Nightengale. We used different clues to work out who she was and what 

she might have been famous for. In literacy we completed our polished pieces of work and produced 

some fantastic recipes. In maths we have solved missing box addition and sutraction problems and 

have completed investigations adding 3 1 digit numbers. Our writer of the week is Mazier for a super 

recipe and our speaker of the week is Eroza for sharing ideas in circle time. Our Citizens of the week 

are Daren and Abdikadar for always giving their best effort in lessons. 

Year 2 - Middleham : We have had a busy first week back, making a start to our new topic 'The 

Lady with the Lamp', focusing on the life and achievements of Florence Nightingale. We have shown 

some super skills in History, ordering the main events of her life and the children have asked some 

very intuitive questions about hospitals in the past. In Maths we have started learning all about Mr 

Multiply and Daisy Divide, some useful characters to help us in our learning! Our Writer of the Week 

is Daiweina for making a super effort to improve her writing, our Speaker of the Week is Salman for 

speaking up with more confidence. Our Citizens of the Week are Evie-Mae and Rohan. Both have made 

huge improvements to their attitudes in class at all times.  

Year 3 - York: Welcome back everyone. The children settled in beautifully into their class routine 

and were eager to engage with their learning straightaway.  In maths, we have been learning to 

subtract using different methods including counting forward, then using inverse (addition) to check 

the answers. We also focus on speedy mental maths practice and skills which are also a vital part of 

our daily lessons. In writing the children are finishing off their stories which we started before the 

holidays, and learning about prefixes and their root words.  Citizen of the week: Matin for becoming 

enthusiastic and motivated learner. Citizen of the week: Abdifatah for having high expectation of 

himself and wanting to be a better learner. Writer of the week: Yonis for becoming a much more 

independent writer. Speaker of the week: Hafsa for becoming a confident speaker, contributing to 

lessons and taking part in partner talk.  

 Year 3- Ripley  
Welcome back everyone. Mrs Buttery is also very happy to be back. She is very proud of how the 

children had been working whilst she was absent. The children have been working really hard and we 



   
 

 

have got some fantastic mathematicians. We have been working on addition and using our knowledge 

to apply to more difficult calculations. We have started our topic Location Location location. We  are 

going to be finding out about France. We are also learning about healthy living. In writing we are 

finishing our stories with familiar settings and we will be moving onto poetry. 

The Citizens of the week are Sasha because she is always enthusiastic and interested in what we are 

learning. Also Arin because he is always motivated and has a positive attitude. Writer of the week is 

Jessica because she had a good story opener. Speaker of the week has to be Bassam because he has 

become so confident at sharing his knowledge of maths and giving explanations of how he approaches 

the calculations. 

Year 4- Richmond:  

It's lovely to see all the children back after half term and to find out how keen they are to learn 

about our new topics. In maths we have begun to look at addition and subtraction of 4-digit numbers 

and we will be focusing on using the column method for both types of calculations. In science this 

week we are focusing on electrical circuits but will be moving on to the theme of sound and linking 

that to our music lessons. 

Our citizens of the week are Mayaa and John  Paul as they are always helping each other and give 

their best at everything. Our speaker of the week is Heivin for her excellent maths explanation of 

the previous lesson's activity and rule. Our writer of the week is Leyla for her effort in editing her 

recount of our trip to Skipton Castle.  

Year 4 –Skipton: 

 It was great to see all the children back in class after half term and hear all about their holiday 

adventures. In maths we are starting to add and subtract 4 digit numbers using the column method. 

In topic we are finishing our work on Skipton and are moving on to circuits and sound. 

Our citizens of the week are Mohammed Alsir who has been industrious in maths and topic, producing 

some quality work and Janaan who has shown a mature attitude supporting other children on their 

quest to be the best! Our speaker of the week is Emilia who very confidently told the class about her 

exciting trip to Cadbury World at half term and our writer of the week is Kayden who showed real 

resilience writing up his completed Skipton report. Well done! 

Year 5-Pickering:  

It was lovely to see the children after a week’s half term. As it was Halloween we spent an hour on 

Monday afternoon making some spooky pictures and some spidery biscuits. This week we are starting 

our new topic on Ancient Greece. Some of the children have already done lots of research and 

produced some stunning work in their learning logs. In Literacy we are looking at myths, which links in 

nicely with the Greek Topic and in maths we have just started multiplication, which makes it even 

more important that children know all their tables. Well done to those that do. 

Citizens of the week - Favour for tidying up the whole playground without being asked when other 

children had dropped plastic cups all over it and Sefora , who is always kind to other children and 

helps and supports with language issues whenever she can. Writer of the week is Aaron for 

consistently producing quality pieces of work. Speaker of the week is Bakebba for his persuasive 

presentation. 

Year 5 –Helmsley:  

It has been fantastic to see the pupils again after a well deserved break. We have now began to 

focus on multiplication and division in maths and I have been very pleased to see the hard work and 

concentration of ALL the pupils in my class. In literacy we have began our fiction topic on myths, 

which has been received with great enthusiasm. This has also linked nicely with our topic which is 

Ancient Greece in which we will be looking at some very interesting areas of Ancient Greek  life!  
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Our citizens of the week are Younes Sanchez for being so hlepful with younger pupils in school and 

Marcus Kettle for his effort in maths and working independently to achieve his goals. Our speaker of 

the week is Bogden for improvements in all areas of the English language. Our writer of the week is 

Anita for her fantastic ideas in writing alternative endings to a myth.  
 

Year 6 – Bolton:.We have taken the children back to 1939 and the outbreak of World War 2 for our 

topic this week and WOW the children have really worked hard to understand how the war was 

started and how it happened. The children have written some amazing newspaper reports telling the 

world that war has begun! In maths we have been looking at fractions, from equivalent fractions to 

addition and subtraction of fractions. Our citizens of the week are Sarah and Scarlett two lovely and 

caring individuals who really show respect and the resposnsibility. Our writer this week is Etash. Our 

speaker this week is Ana Maria  

Year 6 - Pontefract Castle:  A step back in time for Year 6 this week, our English work is based 

upon a story from 1938, and in history we have been looking at the outbreak of World War 2, the 

children have loved learning about this time and have asked many questions. In maths we have been 

looking at fractions and division to help us with our calculation of fractions.Our citizens of the week 

are Mirene and Essay, two children who really try their hardest, and are happy to help others. Our 

writer of the week is Madina and our speaker of the week is Jermaine. 

 

Attendance 
Remember your childs's learning begins at 8:45. Doors will close at 8.55am prompt! If you arrive late 

this will have a huge impact on your child's opportunity to learn and causes embarrassment when 

entering their classroom. The new procedure of recording latness will enable better monitoring. 

Persistent lateness in accardance with Leeds City Council, could lead to a Penalty Notice Fine being 

issued. Please do not hesitate to contact Mrs Burnett or Miss Pierce if you feel you may require any 

support in this matter.  

Family Support Team   

Welcome back everyone. I hope everyone had a good half term.All the classes and sessions start up 

again next week for parents We are starting some new sessions and courses very soon so we will be 

sending leaflets out through school very shortly.  Next Friday 11th November 2016. 9.30am - 

11.30am. We a will be holding a jumble sale in the community centre. We will be selling second hand 

clothes, books, and toys. Please come along and see what we have on offer.  

News from the staffroom 

We would like to congratulate Miss Playford on getting married over half term. She is now called Mrs 

Bean. We are looking forward to seeing some photos from the big day! 

 

Mrs Coe & Mrs Simpson 
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